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DETAILS OF BIO ETHICS AWARENESS PROGRAMS

Bioethics is a study of ethical, social and legal issues that arise in biomedicine and biomedical

research. It is a combination of medical ethics and public health ethics. Ensuring appropriate training by

innovative approaches, help the young n.rinds to become a socially responsible and ethical doctor. To

ensure this Trichy SRM MCH&RC formed a broethics committee and organize activities that brings

awat eness to the young minds.

BIOETHICS COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES for the vear 201 7- I 8

l. 3T (Teach, Train & Transfer) training Program in Bioethics was conducted by Bioethics unit

between 6th and 8th luly 2017 .

2. All the pre-clinical and para-clinical departments conducted Bioethics sessions for the students to

sensitize them in Bioethical principles. The topics were summarized with Problem- based case

scenarios and the student's doubts on the session were clarified. The Lecture were interactive

sessions with objectives aimed at Identification, Evaluation and decision making through

Justification of Harm And Benefit in Health care settings. The students participated with great

enthusiasm and carne up with many different views and suggestions. At the end of each group

presentation the moderators gave suitable comments and views. Feedback forms were collected

and analyzed.

3. World Bioethics day was celebrated with competitions for students on 0611012017 .

BIOETHICS COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES for the vear 201 8- l9;

Students were taught about principles of bioethics in scssions conducted by respective

depa(ments. The methodology of teaching adopted was "Teaching bioethics through moral

games" by Danyl R.J.Macer (UNESCO Chair). The students were randomly divided into5

ups. Each group was given one case study taken from UNESCO- Bioethics case list. The
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students were given l5 nrinutes to discuss about their case, they then had to enact the scenario

followed by a debate as two teanls - FOR and AGAINST the decision they had arrived at. The

moderators present clarified any doubts regarding the case studies.

l. Foundation course for First year studer.rts joining MBBS includes sessions on Professional Ethics

as a part of new Competency based Medical Education (CBME) was conducted.

2. World Bioethics day was celebrated on 18/10/2019 on the theme " Respect for Cultural

Diversities". The audience of the program were the 3"1 and 4th semester MBBS students and 76

and Str' semester MBBS students along with 2"d year AHS and Nursing students of Trichy SRM

Medical College hospital and research centre and Trichy SRM nursing college, SRM Nagar,

Irungalur, Trichy. Totally 384 students attended the program. Faculty from Trichy SRM Medical

College hospital and research centre and Trichy SRM nursing college also graced the program

with tlreir presence. The chiel guest of the day was Dr. Subbiah Tirupathy. He spoke to the

students on what is culture and how culture varies from person to person and society to society.

3. Bioethics session on CARDINAL PRINCIPLES OF BIOETHICS was conducted for students

or02llll2019.

l. Foundation course for First year students joining MBBS includes sessions on Professional Ethics

as a part of new Competency based Medical Education (CBME) was conducted.

2. AETCOM (Attitude, Ethics and Communication) sessions as prescribed by National Medical

Council are taken as a part of the curriculum for the students. In these sessions the principles of

Bioethics along with communication skills are taken for the students regularly.
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BIOETHICS COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES for the year 2019-20:

IIIOETHICS COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES for the year' 2020-21 :
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L AETCOM (Attirude, Ethics and Communication) sessions as prescribed by National Medical

Council are taken as a part of the curriculum for the students. In this sessions the principles of

Bioethics along with communication skills are taken for the students regularly by giving case

scenarios. Microbiology department conducted AETCOM sessions by getting reflections from

students after giving some movies.

2. Foundation course for First year students joining MBBS includes sessions on Professional Ethics

as a part of new Competency based Medical Education (CBME).

3. As a part of Academic Extravaganza, Bioethics committee of Trichy SRM Medical College

Hospital and Research Centre conducted a Debate Competition on 27th August 2022 between

10:30 - ll:30 AM. The topic for the debate was "HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS IN

COVID 19 PANDEMIC - SELF PROTECTION VS PATIENT CARE'' . Eighteen students

had registered for the debate. Out olthem 3 srudents were selected for each team by trial. During

the debate, the students Ms. KAVYA SRI, Ms.NIRANJANA DEVI ANd MS. IDA PEARLINE

spoke about the need for Healthcare Professionals to protect themselves. The other team

comprising Mr. PRASANNA VENKATESH, MT.MICAH SOLOMON and Mr. Bala Seshathiri

spoke about the patient care above self protection. There was a healthy discussion on the facts for

and against each team with examples.
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BIOETHICS COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES for the year 2021-22:




